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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Dear SESD Friends, 
 
As we are only too well aware, the tsunami in South Asia wreaked utter havoc among the people and 
places in the region, decimating entire towns and villages.  This type of disaster is almost too large to 
conceptualize; a scale of destruction envisioned only in our worst nightmares.   
 
But amid the pain and devastation, there have been some glimmers of hope and reassurance.  Obviously, 
the global outpouring of goodwill seemed to trump artificial barriers of politics and geography.  And the 
ceasefire of feuding factions in the region, albeit temporary, gave hope that maybe some day, peace on 
earth could be a reality.   
 
One of the positive, and somewhat surprising phenomena emerging from the region is that apparently, 
very few animals were swept away by the walls of water.  Numerous reports indicated that many 
species, including elephants, seemed to sense the impending disaster and were able to make it to high 
ground in anticipation of the swells.  Scientists are not entirely sure whether the animals felt the 
vibrations, heard the thunderous movement of water, or simply had a “sixth sense” about the tsunami.  
Regardless of the mechanism, their uncanny abilities helped them to survive. 
 
I shared this story with my daughter Rachel, who is 15 years old and considered to be a “high-
functioning Autistic,” and she immediately put it into perspective for me.  “Mom,” she said, “everyone 
has a special sense or talent, and I think people with disabilities are the leaders in this.”  We proceeded 
to discuss the extraordinary auditory or tactile skill many of our visually impaired friends have.  And 
Rachel reminded me that her incredible memory, which includes the superb ability to memorize 
unlimited names or dates in a matter of moments, is considered a remnant of her Autism.   
 
This discussion led me to think about the reasons I believe that all children can, and must, do science.  
Science is, in my opinion, the one discipline which calls upon every sense, every skill, and every type of 
intelligence.  At any given moment, scientific inquiry can be tactile, auditory, olfactory, visual, and 
require creative, analytical, and frankly, “outside the box” thinking.  This means that not only can every 
student benefit from meaningful experiences in science, but also that science benefits from every person 
who undertakes it.   
 
This might seem a bit trite, but I believe it merits discussion.  Too often, curricular modifications seek to 
steer students with disabilities onto a “mainstream” approach, which may or may not allow the student 
to develop or even recognize his/her own unique talents.  I hope that as we continue to learn about the 
best practices in our remarkable field, we never lose sight of the fact that in science particularly, and in 
life generally, a so-called disability may very well be an extraordinary ability. 
 
 
 
Best wishes to all, 
Sami Kahn 
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Science Education for Students with Disabilities (SESD) Events 

at the  
2005 Annual Convention of the National Science Teachers Association 

 
Anyone interested and all SESD members are encouraged to attend the following events: 
 
SESD Business Meeting 
The annual SESD business meeting will be held on Friday, April 1 from 2:00 – 4:00 pm in Room 353  
of the Hyatt Regency Dallas Hotel. 
 
Science-Abled Breakfast 
The science-abled breakfast meeting is an event that brings together teachers of disabled students, 
parents, science educators and scientists.  At this meeting we will recognize the recipient of the annual 
Lawrence Scadden Teacher of the Year Award.  The meeting also features presentations that highlight 
the educational experiences of scientists with disabilities and their contributions to science.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The meeting will be held on Saturday, April 2 from 7:00 to 9:00 am.  A hot breakfast will be served,  
and tickets will be required to attend.  Tickets can be obtained in advance or at the conference through 
NSTA. 
 
 

 
 
 

Foundation for Science and Disability News 
 
Here is a brief overview of recent activities by a kindred organization, the Foundation for Science and 
Disability (FSD).  FSD was founded as a nonprofit organization in 1978.  Its purpose is to promote the 
integration of persons with disabilities into the mainstream of the scientific community.  A major focus 
of FSD has been the removal of barriers that restrict opportunities to develop careers and conduct 
scientific research.  Because FSD and SESD have parallel missions, several FSD members also maintain 
memberships in SESD, and vice versa, including, Laureen Summers, Virginia Stern, Richard Mankin, 

This year our featured speaker will be Sami Kahn, 
President of SESD.  Ms. Kahn is the Lower School 
Science Coordinator at Collegiate School in New 
York City where she teaches first, fourth, and 
twelfth grade science.  Ms. Kahn is also a licensed 
attorney who advocates for the rights of students 
with disabilities in the classroom.   Her 
presentation is entitled:  Learning, Law, and Love: 
Science and Disability from the Perspective of a 
Teacher, Mother, and Lawyer.   During this talk, 
Ms. Kahn will share the personal story of how she 
combined expertise in science and law to advocate 
for her Autistic daughter and others with 
disabilities.   
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Ed Keller, and Greg Stefanich.  FSD is an affiliate of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science (AAAS). 

 
The Student Award Program of FSD helps to increase opportunities in science, engineering, 
mathematics, technology, and pre-medical/dental areas for graduate or professional students with 
disabilities.  FSD has established a Science Graduate Student Grant Fund, which is available to fourth 
year undergraduates (who are disabled and have been accepted to a U.S. graduate or professional school 
in the sciences) and graduate science students who have a disability. Awards of $1000 each are made to 
qualified college or university students with a disability in any field of Mathematics, Science, Medicine, 
Technology, or Engineering. Awards are given for an assistive device or instrument, or for some other 
special need.  
 
The Foundation for Science and Disability (FSD) held an annual meeting on Saturday, February 19, 
2005 in Washington DC.  We awarded a research grant to Cheryl Fogle of the University of New 
Mexico, who is working on the PhD project: “Explanations for morphological variability in projectile 
points.”  Cheryl is blind, and she intends to use the funds for field assistance in her study. 
 
One of the meeting highlights was a report that Dr. Ed Keller, the outgoing treasurer and past-President 
of FSD, was inducted into the Hall of Fame for Persons with Disabilities in 2004.  Ed is a Professor of 
Biology at West Virginia University who has been active for many years in organizations that promote 
science education and career development of persons with disabilities.  Ed has received numerous 
honors and awards during an illustrious, 35-year career, including election as an AAAS Fellow and the 
NSTA Outstanding Service Award in Science Education.  Congratulations, Ed! 
 
Currently, Dr. Keller hosts both the SESD and the FSD websites at West Virginia University, but he is 
planning to retire soon and the websites need to find a new home.  In discussions at the annual meeting, 
it was suggested that one or both sites could be moved to an institutional server maintained by Richard 
Mankin, but they would not have user- friendly URLs.  Another attendee, Robert Van Etten noted that it 
is possible to purchase an inexpensive, user-friendly domain name that would enable an internet service 
provider to forward requests to any host server; consequently, the problem of a long URL can be 
eliminated.  Such an approach might benefit both FSD and SESD.  Richard and Robert were authorized 
to explore this option and to develop plans for a joint website portal under the name 
ScienceandDisability.org, or a similar name.  If the proposal is approved, it has the potential to enhance 
the name-recognition of both websites while maintaining their separate identities. 
 
Additional information about the Foundation for Science and Disability is available at 
http://www.as.wvu.edu/~scidis/organize/fsd.html and at 
http://cmave.usda.ufl.edu/~rmankin/foundscidisref.html  
Submitted March 4, 2005, 
Richard Mankin 
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TWO SESD MEMBERS BECOME AAAS FELLOWS 

 
The American Association for the Advancement of Science, each year, elects to the status of Fellow 
those members whose “efforts on the behalf of the advancement of science or its applications are 
scientifically or socially distinguished”. They are recognized for their extraordinary achievements across 
disciplines. In education, Gregory Stefanich and Virginia Stern joined the group of outstanding Fellows 
for 2004 and were so recognized at the 2005 AAAS Annual Meeting on February 20 in Washington, 
DC.  
 
Greg Stefanich is our long-time colleague who has contributed greatly to science instruction for students 
with disabilities through scholarly publication and the delivery of professional programs to science 
educators.  He is Professor of Science Education; Interim Head, Dept of Curriculum & instruction at 
University of Northern Iowa; 
 
Jinny Stern is the Director of the AAAS Project on Science, Technology and Disability.  She is the 
Principle Investigator of the highly successful internship program, ENTRY POINT!, which increases 
access, educational opportunity, and workforce participation in science, engineering, and technology for 
persons with disabilities.  
 
Best congratulations to two fabulous individuals:  Jinny and Greg!  
 
 

 
 
 

Students and Scientists Share Extraordinary Tales on the Road to Discovery 
 
Marco Midon is living his dream. As the lead radio frequency design engineer for the Solar Dynamic 
Observatory Ground System at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, he's building a 200 ft. antennae to 
read acoustical energy- like an ultrasound device-and paint a picture of the inside of the sun.   
 
Midon is blind and joined part of a panel of scientists and engineers who on Friday shared their 
successes pursuing technical careers with high school students from the greater Washington, D.C., area. 
The 25th Annual Luncheon for Scientists and Students with Disabilities was held during the 2005 
AAAS Annual Meeting.  
 
The event was organized by AAAS's ENTRY POINT! Program, and hosted by IBM, a key 
sponsor of the program. 
 
During the luncheon and panel discussion, there were several recurring themes: technology, 
internships and mentoring. 
 
"Internships are critical for students with disabilities," said Millie DesBiens, IBM's program 
manager of global work force diversity. "It's an important component to build into your college 
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plan." 
 
Imke Durre, a physical scientist at the National Climatic Data Center of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), analyzes weather observations. Legally blind without light 
perception, she got hooked on climate conditions as a girl when her mom would read to her the 
variations in temperature from the Weather Channel. 
 
Growing up in Germany, accessibility was an issue. Durre's mother would enter all the text from 
her schoolbooks into an old Apple IIE. Now, she simply scans text into her computer. Sometimes 
a student helper will edit the math for refreshable Braille display, a tactile device consisting of a 
row of special soft cells placed next to each other to form a Braille line. The student helpers need 
only know how to best represent the math so the device can read it. 
 
"It was necessary for me to have a goal to work towards. The answers weren't always apparent 
from the outset and sometimes there was a lot to figure out along the way," Durre said. "But it 
was important to have a goal to pursue." 
 
In 2000, Durre graduated from the University of Washington with a Ph.D. in atmospheric science. 
She credits mentoring, in large part, for the decision to earn an undergraduate degree in applied 
mathematics from Yale University. 
 
"Sometimes getting advice from people in the field is really helpful," she said. "And the internship 
was valuable for establishing connections. It facilitates the process to have someone who can 
advocate for you with letters of recommendation and advice." 
 
And sometimes, students need to be flexible and creative to adapt to situations. When images 
don't translate into Braille, vision- impaired students will often ask a colleague or an instructor to 
describe the pic ture. In many cases, the verbal description is sufficient. 
 
Or, students studying sins in calculus might use a tactile graphics printer. The technology allows 
the individual to feel what the curve of the sin might look like. (In calculus, sin is the ordina te of 
the endpoint of an arc of a unit circle centered at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system, the 
arc being of length x and measured counterclockwise from the point (1, 0) if x is positive or 
clockwise if x is negative.) 
 
Mark Stern, vice president of product management at GoAmerica, focuses on accessible 
communication services. 
 
"When I look back, I see the role that science and technology has had on my life. It would be 
hard to imagine life without it," said Stern. "Email alone made a huge difference for me, but now I 
have even more flexibility with wireless pagers and communication devices that are accessible to 
people who are deaf and hard of hearing." 
 
Accessible communication has seen significant improvements in the 25 years since the first 
luncheon was held-from the introduction of personal computers to the increasing prevalence of 
TTY technology to assist people with hearing loss in telephone communication, and from 
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cochlear implants to dawn of the Internet and real-time captioning. These advances have made 
marked improvements in the experiences of students with disabilities. 
 
"Who knows what technology will develop in the next 25 years?" Stern asked. "The future will 
probably include vast improvements in voice recognition software, speech synthesis, wearable 
computers, no keyboards and holographic projection." 
 
"Technology is awesome," agreed Laureen Summers, program associate for the Project on 
Science, Technology and Disability at AAAS. 
Andy Martin is a student at the University of Washington working on human-computer interaction 
research projects. "It's a challenge because you use these funky tools and people wonder what's 
going on with you," said Martin, who has low vision. 
 
Martin's internship at the NASA Ames Research Center in California was one of the biggest 
learning experiences of his life. He hated it-but still, he says, there were benefits. 
 
"I didn't like my work at Ames. And it was in the middle of nowhere. It was really hard to get 
around and taught me the value of location," Martin said. "Real life experiences are so important. 
It's important to see what it's like to go out and work." 
 
AAAS has long been an advocate for the rights of people with disabilities, providing full 
accessibility to its annual meetings since 1976. The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 now 
requires the removal of barriers that have historically kept people with disabilities from fully 
integrating into society. 
 
The EntryPoint! and ACCESS internship programs teach valuable lessons on balancing life with 
work. They provide a community and introduce the interns to colleagues that may assist them 
with their career goals. 
 
Since 1996, ENTRY POINT! has provided internships to hundreds of students with strong 
academic records in science, technology, engineering and mathematics. After internships 
ranging from IBM, JPMorganChase and Texas Instruments to NOAA, NASA and the National 
Institutes for Health, many have gone on to flourish in careers that might have been closed to 
them in decades past. 
 
Students from high schools in Arlington and Fairfax Counties in Virginia, Montgomery and Prince 
George's Counties in Maryland, and the Model Secondary School for the Deaf 
[http://clerccenter.gallaudet.edu/mssd/] attended Friday's event. 
 
Speaking to the students, ENTRY POINT! Director Virginia Stern said: "I hope the speakers have 
convinced you that in 2005, students with any kind of disability can overcome every barrier to 
persist in any field of science, engineering or technology." 
 
— Monica Amarelo 
www.aaas.org – February 17, 2005 
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2004-05 Lawrence Scadden Winner 
 

It gives us great pleasure to announce that Ms. Sherry Humphries, middle school science teacher at the 
Illinois School for the Deaf, has been selected as the 2004-05 Lawrence Scadden Teacher of the Year 
Award in Science for Students with Disabilities.  
 
Ms. Humphries is in her 14th year of teaching deaf and hard of hearing students.  With a creative, multi-
sensory, hands-on approach, Ms. Humphries uses art, cooking, and technology to motivate her diverse 
group of students.  She has undertaken creative and challenging projects which include the development 
of an annual four-day outdoor education trip, creation of a ten-foot tall plastic bubble to simulate a cell 
membrane, and the use of gummi bears to s’mores to model various biological and geological processes.  
Her willingness to try any idea, regardless of its complexity, and her ability to meet the unique needs of 
each student without compromising scientific or academic expectations have earned the praise of 
colleagues, students, and parents alike.  
 
Ms. Humphries was a Fulbright Fellow in 1991, allowing her to study in Japan.  She also received the 
Golden Apple Award for outstanding teaching of science to deaf students in 2003.   
 
We are proud to award Ms. Humphries with the 2004-2005 Scadden Award, which is co-sponsored by 
Science Education for Students with Disabilities (SESD) and the Regional Alliance for Science, 
Engineering and Math (RASEM).  Ms. Humphries  will receive her award, which includes an inscribed 
plaque and $1,000, at the Science-Abled Breakfast at the National Science Teachers Association 
(NSTA) Convention in Dallas, TX. on Saturday, April 2, 2005.  
 
For further information on the Lawrence Scadden Award, please contact Sami Kahn, SESD President, at 
samkn@aol.com.   
 
 

 
 
 
 

Thank you, once again, to my generous colleague and friend, 
LaTasha Mason, AAAS Entry Point! Internship Coordinator, 

for her outstanding patience, creativity, energy, and time 
in putting together this newsletter. 

 
Laureen Summers 
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The Lawrence Scadden 
Teacher of the Year Award in Science 

Education for Students with Disabilities 
 
Open to: 
• All current K-12 teachers (general education, special education, 

or science teachers, public or private); 
• Must have taught at least 5 years; 
• Must have made an outstanding contribution to science students 

with disabilities. 
 
The recipient will be recognized at the annual National Science 
Teachers Association Convention in 2006 (Anaheim, CA) and will 
receive a $1,000 award to be applied to travel expenses for the 
conference. 
 
 
To receive an application, please contact Sami Kahn, Awards Chair, at 
samkn@aol.com.  Applications are due on January 20, 2006.  
 
 
 
Sponsored by RASEM (Regional Alliance for Science, Engineering, and Mathematics 
for Students with Disabilities) New Mexico State University and SESD (Science 
Education for Students with Disabilities). 
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2004-2005 SESD Directory 
Science Education for Students with Disabilities – Executive Board and Officers 2003-2004 

President Sami Kahn 
Collegiate School, 260 W. 78th St., NY, NY  10024  
212-812-8716  
E-mail:  samkn@aol.com  

President-Elect Babette Moeller 
EDC/Center for Children and Technology, 96 Morton Street, New York, NY  10014 
212-807-4205 (V); 212-807-4284 (TTY); 202-633-8804 (FAX) 
E-mail:  bmoeller@edc.org 

Past-President John Stiles 
Heartland AEA 11 
6500 Corporate Dr., Johnston, IA  50131 
800-255-0405 ext.4671; 515-309-5039 (H) 
E-mail: thailandia49@yahoo.com 

Secretary John Stiles 
Heartland AEA 11 
6500 Corporate Dr., Johnston, IA  50131 
800-255-0405 ext.4671; 515-309-5039 (H) 
E-mail: thailandia49@yahoo.com 

Treasurer David F. Bartlett 
225 North Ely Drive, Northville, MI  48167 
248-344-8460 (W); 248-347-6928 (FAX); 248-347-0829 (H) 
E-mail:  dbartlett@ameritech/net 

Newsletter 
Editor 

Laureen Summers 
AAAS, 1200 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC  20005 
202-326-6649; 202-371-9849 (FAX) 
E-mail:  lsummers@aaas.org 

Journal Editors  
VACANT 
 

Convention 
Committee 

Babette Moeller 
EDC/Center for Children and Technology, 96 Morton Street, New York, NY  10014 
212-807-4205 (V); 212-807-4284 (TTY); 202-633-8804 (FAX) 
E-mail:  bmoeller@edc.org 

Membership 
Chair an 
Award Comm. 
Chair 

Almetta I. Hall 
P. O. Box 54025 
Congress Heights Sation 
Washington, D. C. 20032 
AHall5000@aol.com 

Public 
Committee 
Chair  

Ed Keller, Jr. 
West Virginia University, Box 6057, Morgantown, WV  26506 
304-293-5201 ext. 2513; 304-293-6363 (FAX) 
E-mail:  ekeller@mail.wvu.edu 
Homepage:  http://www.as.wvu.edu/~scidis/ 

Bibliography 
Coordinator 

Janet Mansfield Davies 
1394 Cavan Street, Boulder, CO  80303-1604 
303-666-9312 (HO); 303-673-1803 (FAX) 

Science Education for Students with Disabilities 
SESD 
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Please complete the following information and send with your dues to: 
 David Bartlett, SESD Treasurer 
 405 West Main Street 
 Northville, MI 48167 
 
Name:  ______________________________________________  Telephone:  ______________________________ 
 
Position:  ____________________________________________  E-mail address: ___________________________ 
 
Institution:  ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Mailing Address:  ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City/ State/ Zip Code:  __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
√ Committee Interest:  __Membership    __Convention    __Award    __Listserv/web    __Bid Update    __Newsletter 
 
SESD T-shirts:  _____L     _____XL     $15                                                                                    T-shirts:  ________ 
 
Dues*:  ___$10.00 for Indiv. Or Library     ___Overseas Members $16.00     ___$5.00 Students     Dues:  ________ 
 
Bibliography:  _____$5.00 (overseas members $8.00)                                                                          Bid:  ________ 
 
                                                                                                                                              Total Enclosed:  ________ 
 
 
*Due cover one year of membership benefits starting April 1 to March 31 of the next year.  Check your mailing label for your renewal date. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You can receive your SESD Goodnewsletters via e-mail.  Make sure we have your current e-mail address.  
Contact Sami Kahn or David Bartlett to update your information.  

 
 


